I. Introduction

As a result of the global lockdown, countries around the world are now facing multiple crises at the same time: a health crisis, a financial crisis, and a collapse in commodity prices, which all interact in complex ways. As a reaction, governments and policymakers are providing unparalleled support to firms, financial markets, and households. In order to coordinate the economic response of the Member States and to mitigate the negative repercussions on the EU economy, the European Commission has adopted a Temporary Framework, which enables Member States to use the full flexibility foreseen under EU state aid rules to support the economy in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak.

The measures governments have taken to contain the virus have been first and foremost focused on remedying the supply side of their economies and help undertakings overcome the repercussion of the crisis. At the same time, on the demand side, consumers have seen retail choices limited with hundreds of thousands of shops being required to close their doors and the increased dependency from online commerce to access essential goods, a situation that has exposed consumers to a floodgate of unfair, misleading, or abusive business practices.

However, besides these practices more indirect forms of consumer harm is taking place as a result of some of the State aid measures that the EU Member States’ governments have implemented in support of their national economies. For example, in the context of air transportation, airlines have received substantial support in the form of State aid while national governments also tolerated the breach of the EU passengers’ rights legislation. This situation leads to double burden for consumers: once as consumers and purchasers of travel or transport services and second, as taxpayers financing the state aid measures.

Such practices are at odds with EU law. First, they contradict the EU’s obligation under its cross-sectional clause (Article 12 together with Article 169 TFEU and Article 38 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights) to implement consumer protection across and in other EU policies. This normative precedent requires some form of integration of consumer protection in the whole body of EU law and policy including the Treaty’s state aid provisions.

Key Points

- The current flexibility offered in the State Aid law Temporary Framework has been used by some Member States’ governments to support undertakings, while, at the same time, governments have also tolerated breaches of consumer protection rules, as it was the case of airlines.
- Such practices harm consumers and lead to double burden for consumers: once as purchasers of services and second, as taxpayers financing the state aid measures.
- The article assesses how state aid law and consumer protection rules interact in EU law and what lessons these interactions can provide for managing the current economic crisis in a way that takes equal account of consumer interests as required by the horizontal consumer protection clauses of the TFEU.
- By conducting two case studies (air transport and energy), the article offers an explanation how the coordination and enforcement of these two policies and legal fields can be managed in the current crisis but also beyond.
Second, EU State aid law and EU consumer law are both deeply embedded in the internal market rules. The well-functioning and strengthening of the internal market is the common goal of both EU state aid law (i.e., preventing distortion of competition resulting from subsidies) and of EU consumer law (i.e., reducing barriers to intra-EU trade stemming from different levels of consumer protection). In particular, with regard to the provision of services of general economic interest (SGEI) as a core area of EU internal market law, the close, but under-researched connection between state aid law and consumer protection becomes visible as this article will demonstrate. Hence, State aid law does not operate in vacuum, but is interconnected with horizontal EU policies that touch upon a broad variety of goals other than competition in the internal market. Accordingly, the implementation of state aid measures needs to incorporate the balancing of several policy goals such as consumer protection, environmental protection, or regional and sustainable development.

Third, by protecting competition against distortive state aid measures and preventing the misallocation of resources, the enforcement of state aid law not only prevents the support of undertakings who would not be rewarded by the market but also brings long-term and indirect benefits for consumers. However, consumer harm and benefits need to be analysed in EU State aid law through the analytical lens of the consumer-taxpayer welfare standard, that considers consumers also in their capacity as taxpayers and thus as the financing source of state aid.

Against this background, the main question this article aims to answer is how state aid law and consumer protection rules interact in EU law and what lessons these interactions provide for managing the current economic crisis in a coordinated and balanced way. While the interaction between consumer law and competition law has been subject to various legal and economic inquiries in the past, the relationship between state aid rules and consumer protection has not been studied so far. This article fills this gap, by making three original contributions. First, the article sets out the EU law framework that structures the analysis of how state aid rules and consumer protection interact analysing the goals of these two legal areas. Second, by presenting two case studies (energy and air transport) it explains the constituents of the interaction between these two legal fields and offers an illustration why these intersections should be analysed in-depth. Third, the article offers policy recommendations that can be applied not only in the current crisis but also beyond, on the coordination and enforcement of these two policies and legal fields.

II. Goals of EU state aid law and consumer law

EU State aid law forms part of the EU’s competition law system as well as of the EU’s economic constitution, a concept anchored in the EU’s foundational Treaties. EU state aid law shares the constitutional value of competition and free trade that have been the cornerstones of the European integration project: the EU’s ‘microeconomic constitution’. The link between state aid rules and competition rules has been confirmed by the EU Courts stating that State aid law provisions and competition rules of the Treaty pursue the same objective: undistorted competition in the internal market. State aid law is mainly concerned with preventing negative market outcomes that are the result of state subsidies, which reduce economic welfare by weakening the incentives for firms to improve their efficiency and by enabling the less efficient to survive or even expand at the expense of more efficient undertakings. EU state aid law has the aim to prevent the resulting distortions of trade and also bar other sources of inefficiency such as costly subsidy races.

However, there are significant conceptual differences between the way the EU state aid rules safeguard the competitive process and Articles 101–106 TFEU, which focus on maintaining rivalry among undertakings. Articles 101–106 and merger control relate to the behaviour of undertakings, while EU State aid law regulates competition among Member States. EU State aid provisions


complement Articles 101–102 TFEU by preventing distortions to the competitive process that are the consequence of public interventions rather than the conduct of private undertakings. EU State aid law is, thus, based on a particular model of competition, where normative and non-economic aspects such as fairness, equity, and equality are also of key importance. The distribution of living conditions in different regions of a country or in different EU Member States could, for example, be intolerable for normative reasons such as territorial cohesion. Besides efficiency considerations, these normative considerations of distributional justice play essential role in state aid control.\(^5\)

Hence, despite the fact that the State aid rules’ aim of preventing the distortion of competition in the internal market corresponds to the aim pursued by Articles 101 and 102 TFEU, the concept of competition and distortion of the competitive process is a ‘more layered’ legal construction than in the area of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU.\(^7\) These layers are well illustrated when two specific concepts in state aid law are analysed: the interpretation of distortion of competition and, second, the role of consumer welfare. We now turn to these two concepts.

A. EU State aid law and distortion of competition in the Internal Market

EU State aid law is closely connected to internal market law by supporting its creation and well-functioning.\(^8\) Its rational originates from the core principles of the internal market.\(^9\) Hence, the focus of the State aid rules is to prevent distortion of competition in the internal market as well as to preclude insufficient subsidy races among Member States. State aid control mainly concerns macro-economic competition between Member States\(^10\) even when specific consideration is given to the impact of the aid on competition between the beneficiary of the aid and its rivals. Its goal is to preclude the misallocation of resources and to preclude public intervention, which does not correspond to the rationality of the ‘market-place’ and which would not take place under ‘normal market conditions’. Under the State aid rules an anti-competitive behaviour means some form of public intervention that increases the economic strength of the recipient of State aid. Accordingly, distortion of competition is closely linked to the concept of ‘level playing field’, i.e., that all market actors compete on equal terms. Therefore, State intervention should be directed at improving the efficient functioning of markets by correcting such market failures when competition is unlikely to produce efficient outcomes.\(^11\) Nevertheless, as explained above, state subsidies can also be justified on the basis of non-efficiency arguments. For example, the second and third paragraphs of Article 107 TFEU include normative reasons to grant aid that are based on values of allocative distribution and contain strong distributive elements.\(^12\) This political objective refers to both the economic situation in different Member States and the differences concerning the standard of living among regions within a single Member State. Consequently, State aid control is aimed at the best allocation of resources within single Member States and, indirectly, to serve the political goal of economic integration and Europe-wide welfare.\(^13\)

Even though the EU’s State aid rules do not bar Member States from introducing subsidies or other forms of public assistance to undertakings, its centralised control system does prevent Member States from providing aid unilaterally. As signified by Executive Vice-President Vestager and in a recent Editorial of this journal,\(^14\) it can be problematic when there are significant differences between EU countries regarding the aid provided by Member States to beneficiaries.\(^15\) The close


\(^{7}\) Case C-234/89, Delimitis v Henninger Briu, EU:C:1991:91, Recent application of Delimitis: Case T-328/03, O2 (Germany) GmbH & Co. v Commission, EU:T:2006:116; Francesco De Cecco, ‘Competition in EC State Aid law’ (n 6) 121.

\(^{8}\) Francesco De Cecco ‘Competition in EC State Aid law’ (n 6); Juan Jorge Piernas López, The Concept of State Aid Under EU Law: From Internal Market to Competition and Beyond (Oxford University Press 2015).

\(^{9}\) Andrea Biondi, ‘Rationale of State Aid Control: A Return to Orthodoxy in Cambridge Yearbook European Legal Studies, 12, 35–52.


\(^{12}\) Exemptions on the basis of the General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER) or Article 106 (2) TFEU can similarly be based on non-economic interests.


\(^{15}\) In the context of the COVID-19 crisis, this is the case with regard to Germany that alone accounts for half of the approved aid; Suddeutsche
connection between EU State aid law and internal market law has especially been manifested in the process of liberalisation and deregulation in sectors like energy or telecommunications. As the internal market legislation removed the possibility of state support by regulatory means, the provision of subsidies became the main tool available to governments. These developments made it clear that the internal market would require the effective control of State aid. At the same time, the protection of users and consumers interest has also emerged in State aid control as it is analysed in the next section.

B. Promoting consumers’ wellbeing through the consumer-taxpayer standard in state aid law

A crucial difference to other areas of competition policy is that in State aid law total welfare does not only include the sum of producer and consumer surplus but also the costs of state measures to taxpayers. While the goal of EU State aid rules is not directly linked to consumer welfare like other parts of competition law, it nevertheless impacts consumers as both takers of goods and services and as tax-payers. This indirect impact on consumer welfare can be illustrated by the way state measures might lead to productive inefficiency in the sense that goods and services are no longer produced at the lowest cost possible. This is something that can occur at the input stage of the production chain rather than at the output stage resulting in higher prices. State aid may thus have a negative impact on the incentives to compete and invest, for example, in decarbonising the energy system and thereby contributing to EU’s Green Deal objectives. Change in dynamic incentives resulting from State aid to inefficient firms could simultaneously lead to less consumer choice, and potentially to lower quality or higher prices for consumers. This is particularly relevant considering firms’ incentives to invest in clean, sustainable energy sources which will have a vast impact in the long term on the environment, consumers’ health, and general wellbeing.

It has been argued that State aids should be judged against a welfare standard, which not only measures the effect on rivals but also incorporates effects on domestic and foreign consumers and non-market effects (externalities), as well as taking account of the marginal cost of public funds. Even though consumers can benefit from extended output and lower prices as a result of state subsidies, there are also the undesirable side effects of state measures that could ultimately harm consumers. State aid measures have to be financed by public funding. When consumers are also considered in their capacity as taxpayers and thus the financing source of state aid then the ultimate effect on consumers may be negative.

Accordingly, as suggested by Friederiszick, Röller, and Verouden, the consumer–taxpayer welfare standard should be a crucial analytical lens to scrutinise State aid and in order to establish whether state aid benefit consumers when they are also considered in their capacity as taxpayers. Therefore, adopting the broader consumer–taxpayer welfare test for EU State aid control is more appropriate than applying the consumer welfare standard conceived in other areas of competition law such as Articles 101 and 102 TFEU. This approach is justified by the fact that of State aid serves to optimise production and stimulate innovation rather than subsidise inefficient beneficiaries, it is likely that consumers will enjoy more sustainable benefits in the long-run. Thus, in this situation the lens of the consumer/taxpayer standard helps to ensure exactly that, on one hand, consumers benefit from product optimisation in terms of innovative products and choice and, on the other hand, that taxpayers’ resources are well allocated as it helps to support efficient beneficiaries. State aid can be used to support beneficiaries who are willing to invest in steering their different production stages towards being more sustainable and efficient. In this way, they can contribute mostly aimed to make State aid rules and enforcement more economics and effects based, more targeted and to reduce the amount of State aid. At the same time, both programmes have linked the state aid rules to wider political priorities such as environmental protection, social and territorial cohesion. European Commission, ‘State aid action plan—Less and better targeted state aid: a roadmap for state aid reform 2005–2009’, COM(2005) 107 final; European Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions EU—State Aid Modernisation (SAM)’; COM(2012) 209 final. The new state aid policy approach also originated from the fact that the economic and global crisis has increased the demand for a greater role of the State to protect the most vulnerable and promote economic recovery. Thus, scarce resources had to be spent more efficiently and effectively. M Papp ‘State Aid Modernisation: An Opportunity or a Straitjacket?’ First draft prepared for the ECPR Conference in Trento, 2016.

18 Berg Ahlborn, ‘Can State Aid Control Learn from Antitrust? The Need for a Greater Role for Competition Analysis under the State Aid Rules’ (n 15) 48.

19 The relevance of other (social) EU policies has considerably increased with the modernisation of EU State aid law, that took place in 2005 (SAAP) and in 2012 (SAM) These modernisation programmes were, respectively, focused on implementing EU’s Green Deal objectives. Change in dynamic incentives resulting from State aid to inefficient firms could simultaneously lead to less consumer choice, and potentially to lower quality or higher prices for consumers. This is particularly relevant considering firms’ incentives to invest in clean, sustainable energy sources which will have a vast impact in the long term on the environment, consumers’ health, and general wellbeing.


21 Ibidem.
to more sustainable consumption patterns and provide consumers with better—more sustainable—products and services.

C. The goals of EU consumer law

The internal market lies, likewise, at the heart of EU consumer law. While consumer law in general is seen as a type of ‘social’ law, its central premise is the protection of the ‘weaker party’ by regulating the relationship between consumers and traders with the goal of promoting fair and efficient markets for the benefit of consumers. Consumer protection has generally been understood as a wide range of different regulatory tools ranging from information disclosure and transparency requirements to legislation to protect consumers against unfair contract terms and commercial practices. The foundation of consumer law is based on the idea of the consumer lacks bargaining power vis-à-vis traders and can be subject to exploitation and market abuses. In particular, EU consumer law and policy have been shaped by the rationale of reducing barriers to intra-EU trade and the completion of the Single Market. Consequently, EU consumer law did not develop as an autonomous area of EU law but on the basis of the internal market (Article 114 TFEU).

Accordingly, the role of the consumer goes beyond her individual transactions and is sub-ordered to the public law objectives of market integration. In a similar vein, the normative concept of the consumer (well-informed, reasonable, and circumspect market actor) that emerged in the CJEU’s jurisprudence, is also aligned with the aim to complete the internal market and to facilitate the functioning of free movement and competition rules. Likewise, the instrumentalist link between the consumer and the internal market has been particularly strong in the body of EU law that emerged in the regulation of public services such as energy, telecommunications or postal services. As public utilities became subject to market liberalisation from the end of the 1990s, the EU adopted a market-oriented approach to deliver public goods and services. Its strong focus on competition and market access explain the fact that sector specific consumer protection rules developed as a secondary product of the liberalisation process and has only gradually gained more significance.

Both EU state aid law and consumer law share the common to support the functioning of the internal market. Departing from this concluding remark, the next section will explain how consumer interests are taken into account in the application of State aid rules.

D. Consumer interests in state aid law

EU State aid law forms part of the EU’s competition regime and as such shares with EU consumer law the common goal of safeguarding competitive markets, strengthen the internal market and to provide consumers with access to a range of competitively priced goods and services in markets free of unfair and deceptive practices. Article 107 (2) (a), contains a direct reference to consumers, but no other reference is made in Articles 107 and 108 to consumer interests. The common link

22 The various aims of consumer protection law include the following: to ensure consumers are provided with accurate information about the goods and services they choose to purchase, to mandate minimum standards of quality applying to the supply of goods and services, to preclude unfair/misleading market practices, and to prevent the exploitation of vulnerable members of the community. The fundamental goals of consumer law are often organised around five principles: (i) the right to information, (ii) the right to choose, (iii) the right to protection of health and safety, (iv) the right to good bargains, (v) the right to count on business liability, and (vi) the right to be heard (consumer participation).

23 Most of the consumer law directives were based on Article 114 TFEU and thus their stated rationale was to combat market fragmentation. See: Stephen Weatherill, ‘After KECK: Some Thoughts on How to Clarify the Clarification, (1996) 33 Common Market Law Review 5, pp. 887–908. This situation changed after the Maastricht Treaty as a result of the incorporation of consumer protection as a new legal basis for EU policy making.


25 C-258/89, Pull Corp, C-315/92, Clinique17, C-470/93, Mars and C-373/90, Procureur de la Republique v. X.18.


27 The purpose of liberalising the EU’s electricity and gas sector was to ensure that EU consumers receive the full benefits of market opening in terms of lower domestic bills for electricity and gas through the introduction of competition and the freeing of all electricity and gas consumers to choose their supplier. KJ Cseres, What Has Competition Done for Consumers in Liberalised Markets? (2008), Competition Law Review, Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 77–121.

28 The creation of a single European market for public services has been pursued progressively by opening up national markets first to competition and the liberalisation process focused first and foremost on guaranteeing market access and other policy objectives such as consumer/user protection, innovation, sustainability and climate change were implemented only at a later stage. KJ Cseres, ‘Universal Service and Consumer Protection: a paradigm shift in EU law’ (2017) European Competition and Regulatory Law Review, 4, 1–18.

29 Article 107 (2): The following shall be compatible with the internal market: (a) aid having a social character, granted to individual consumers, provided that such aid is granted without discrimination related to the origin of the products concerned.

30 Further references can be found in secondary legislation, such as the 2014 General Block Exemption Regulation, the 2014 Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines and Guidelines on State aid for environmental protection and energy 2014–2020.
of State aid and consumer protection with the internal market is specified by the fact that consumers should benefit from a competitive and well-functioning internal market by being able to access goods and services across Member States.

In this section, first we analyse the constitutional basis of implementing consumer interests in State aid law and policy making, followed by the application of this theoretical framework in services of general interest.

E. Protection of consumer interests through horizontal clauses

According to the so-called horizontal (cross-sectional) clauses set out in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), the EU ‘shall take into account’ the requirements of cross-cutting policies in its other EU policies. According to Article 12 TFEU ‘consumer protection requirements shall be taken into account in defining and implementing other Union policies and activities’. This is coupled with Article 169 TFEU establishing that the EU ‘shall contribute to protecting the health, safety and economic interests of consumers’ through measures adopted pursuant Article 114 TFEU and ‘measures which support, supplement and monitor the policy pursued by the Member States’. Consequently, in the whole body of EU competition law and policy including Articles 101–108 TFEU the requirements of consumer protection have to be taken into account alongside with other objectives of the EU. This obligation has been confirmed by the General Court in Test-Achats, underlining that consumer protection is an interest that, by force of the Treaty, necessarily ought to be taken into account in the implementation of any EU policy and activity, including, therefore competition law. Hence, Article 12 TFEU—as Article 153(2) EC before it—forms a constitutional basis to weigh the interests of consumers in the assessment of possible infringements to competition law, as well as in decisions whether state aid is compatible with the internal market. It follows that consumers’ economic well-being is one of the core public interests being pursued in the enforcement of competition law including State aid rules. Further to this, when interpreting provisions of Union law, the European Commission, national authorities and national courts are legally required to take account of consumer protection embedded in the Treaty and in Article 38 of the EU Charter in conformity with Article 52(5) of the Charter regarding the judicial recognition of the principle of consumer protection in the interpretation of EU law.

Following Nowag’s theoretical framework, the next section will scrutinise how consumer protection can be integrated in State aid law at the stages of defining the scope of the prohibition or at the justification stage.

F. Justification of state aid measures on the basis of consumer interests: the case of public services and Articles 107(2)(b) and 107(3)(b)

Public services or what is called SGEI in EU law is a key area where state measures find their justification in the safeguarding of consumer interests. Concerning the scope of the prohibition laid down in Article 107(1) consumer interests play an important role when the compatibility of compensating SGEI is assessed under the State aid law provisions. As shown above, the common ground of State aid law and consumer law has been distinct in the process of liberalisation. State aid policy expanded from the mid-1980s as national markets were opened to competition and the privatisation and regulation of public services started. As the EU established a marketised regime for public services, greater control of State aid became a necessary concomitant of further liberalisation and the internal market. Consequently, the Commission took a more systematic approach to the regulation of State aid. In this process, the private provision of public services under competitive conditions was considered more efficient and more beneficial for consumers than their public provision. Liberalisation, therefore, has exposed the crucial role of states in ensuring accessibility to public services whilst maintaining high quality and affordable prices that satisfy consumer needs.

31 Suzanne Kingston, Greening EU Competition law and policy (Cambridge University Press 2013), 118.
32 See also Article 38 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which determines that EU policies ought to ensure a high level of consumer protection, equally invoked by the Court.
34 Ibidem.
35 See in this regard the opinion of AG Wahl in Pohotovost when considering the role of Article 38 of the ECFR in the interpretation of the Unfair Contract Terms Directive: “With regard, first, to Article 38 of the Charter, which provides that ‘Union policies shall ensure a high level of consumer protection’, although it is not among the examples mentioned in the Explanations relating to the Charter, it seems that this article, which has nothing to say about a directly defined individual legal position, establishes a principle and not a right and is therefore judicially cognisable, under Article 52(5) of the Charter, only in the interpretation of Union acts and in the ruling on their legality, in this instance Directive 93/13.”, Opinion of AG Wahl of 12 December 2013, C-470/12, Pohotovost v. R. a. v Miroslav Vályuta, EU:C:2013:844, para. 66.
37 The sixteenth report on competition policy: “A competition policy which is responsive to the needs of European industry”, available at https://ec.europa.eu/competition/presscorner/detail/en/P.
As liberalisation unfolded, services of SGEI began to play a fundamental role both in internal market law and State aid law, but also, with some delay, in the EU law governing the protection of consumers. 38 Although SGEI is enshrined in Article 14 TFEU and Protocol No 26 of the Treaty, the EU legislator has not defined what SGEIs are. It has merely defined certain common elements of SGEIs that include among others, the protection of users and consumers. 39 Accordingly, the notion and concept of SGEI connects, on the one hand, the concept of competition, market-making and integration by establishing an open economy with free competition on EU level, and on the other hand the concept of market correction, social welfare and redistribution in the interest of all EU citizens. 40 If we consider the CJEU’s judgment in Altmark, 41 which confirmed that financial compensation for the provision of SGEI can take place without risking the violation of State aid rules if state funding for SGEI is provided in the most efficient way (i.e., the conditions formulated in Altmark are fulfilled), 42 then we also have to conclude that with Altmark EU law has also confirmed an efficiency test for the uninterrupted supply of SGEI to consumers. Accordingly, the so-called Altmark test is a fundamental guarantee for the optimal allocation of consumers’ as taxpayers’ money through introducing the efficiency test, which at the same time includes the efficient provision of public services for consumers. 43

Besides the scope of Article 107 TFEU, SGEI also play a role at the justification stage of otherwise incompatible state aid measures. Article 106 (2) lays down an exception for undertakings that are entrusted with the provision of SGEI. This exception means that proportional restrictions that are necessary in relation to a legitimate public interest objective such as consumer protection as one element of SGEI can be justified. In Federutility, the CJEU has confirmed that Member States are allowed, in the general economic interest, to impose on undertakings operating in the gas sector public service obligations in order to ensure, in particular, that the price of the supply of natural gas to final consumers is maintained at a reasonable level. In doing so, Member States must reconcile the objective of liberalisation and that of the necessary protection of final consumers pursued in the natural gas sector. 44 Accordingly, measures that are taken in order to protect consumers could justify the otherwise distortive effect of these measures on the competitive process.

Moreover, Article 107(2)(b) allows aid to make good the damage due to exceptional occurrences and 107(3)(b) when aid remedies a serious disturbance of the economy of a Member State. Under Article 107(2)(b) the Commission applies a narrow and restrictive approach in assessing the state measure and requires a causal link between the exceptional circumstance and the compensatory measure and that the measure is proportionate, i.e., it does not allow for overcompensation. Article 107(2)(b) was applied in the Commission's very first decision in March 2020 concluding that the pandemic was an exceptional occurrence, 45 but its application remained limited. 46 These exceptions will be discussed in more details below in Section V.

This brief overview of the current primary and secondary law of EU State aid law shows that consumer interests and policies are receiving greater recognition in State aid law and consumer interests can be more easily integrated in the framework of state aid law than under Articles 101 and 102 TFEU. 47 This is illustrated by the common goal of State aid law and the horizontal principle of consumer protection to strengthen the internal market and the way consumer interests gained more recognition as part of the concept of SGEI and a core element of the

41 Case C-280/00, Altmark, EU:C:2003:415.
42 In its 2003, Altmark the European Court of Justice held that public service compensation does not constitute State aid when four cumulative conditions are met: the recipient undertaking must have public service obligations and the obligations must be clearly defined; the parameters for calculating the compensation must be objective, transparent, and established in advance; the compensation cannot exceed what is necessary to cover all or part of the costs incurred in the discharge of the public service obligations, taking into account the relevant receipts and a reasonable profit; Where the undertaking which is to discharge public service obligations is not chosen pursuant to a public procurement procedure which would allow for the selection of the tenderer capable of providing those services at the least cost to the community, the level of compensation needed must be determined on the basis of an analysis of the costs of a typical well-run company.
43 We refer to the third and fourth criterion of the test. Case C-280/00, Altmark, EU:C:2003:415, para. 93.
44 C-265/08Federutility and Others, EU:C:2010:205, para. 32.
46 The measures adopted don the basis of Article 107 (2) (b) affected less than 10 per cent of the cases. Denmark relied most on that provision. A fifth of the cases were ad hoc cases, mostly in the aviation sector, in France, Germany, Austria, Sweden and Denmark. Carole Maczkovics, ‘How Flexible Should State Aid Control Be in Times of Crisis?’, (2020) European State Aid Law Quarterly, Vol 19, Issue 3, p. 2.
legal and policy framework that addresses the funding of such services. Accordingly, the legal basis for a closer interaction and recognition of consumer interests in state aid law is well-established.

The following sections will introduce two case studies that illustrate how direct consumer interests have been taken into account in the enforcement of EU State aid law and explain why, in the current crisis, the interaction and mutual recognition of interests in both policies are crucial for a balanced and integrated EU approach.

III. Direct consumer interest in state aid law: energy and transport

A. Energy

Energy is one area where state aid law is directly relevant for consumers and where the pandemic has also raised crucial questions in the context of the green recovery since its generation and use have great implications for the planet. EU State aid rules have a direct and tangible impact on the structure of the energy market. In order to promote EU energy market objectives, including market integration and sustainability, Member States give aid to certain projects. The EU Treaty rules as well as Commission guidance allow State aid for renewable energy, for capacity mechanisms, for energy efficiency, and for cross-border infrastructure. The 2014 Energy and Environmental Aid Guidelines (EEAG) are significantly wider in their scope than the previous guidelines, covering operating aid for renewables, investment aid for energy infrastructures as well as investment and operating aid for generation adequacy measures.

Due to the special characteristics of energy markets and the energy sector more generally, state and markets live in close interaction. The availability of electricity and the security of supply have characteristics of a public good. Moreover, energy prices may not be sufficiently high to reflect the value of additional capacity at times of scarcity, or regulators may impose ceilings on prices. Secondly, there may also be insufficient incentives to achieve the learning benefits or invest in the research and development associated with deploying new and immature technologies as a result of knowledge spillovers. These capital market failures can restrict the funds available to energy infrastructure projects. For all these reasons, the energy sector is characterised by high level of government involvement. According the Commission's European State Aid scoreboard in 2019 more than half of approved state decisions the energy sector was the most subsidised.

Moreover, the EU’s new approach to its industrial policy has explicitly stated that in order ‘become more competitive as it becomes greener and more circular, industry will need a secure supply of clean and affordable energy and raw materials’. Energy is also at the centre of the European Green Deal that acknowledged that State aid rules shall be made fit for supporting Europe’s decarbonisation since they are one of the instruments to channel finance to Europe’s green transition. In order for the EU to become climate neutral by 2050, which is at the heart of the European Green Deal, it is important to have various EU policies play a role. The ‘Clean Energy for All Europeans’ package, the recent overhaul of the EU’s energy policy framework adopted in 2019 aims to redesign electricity markets and to set rules for a ‘consumer centred clean energy transition’.

This implies a shift from the incumbent hierarchical model of a top-down oriented energy supply towards a decentralised system with more bottom-up energy supply by consumers, producing their own energy. Consumer participation is seen therefore as an absolute prerequisite for managing the energy transition successfully. In order to engage consumers more in the energy transition,
Directive 2019/944\textsuperscript{57} enables consumers to participate in demand response programmes\textsuperscript{58} by adjusting their consumption according to price signals that reflect the value and cost of electricity or transportation in different time periods.\textsuperscript{59}

The role of consumers as contributors to a cost-effective energy transition is also reflected in the revised Renewable Directive (Directive 2018/2001). This Directive enables consumers to self-consume renewable electricity without facing undue restrictions, and ensure that they are remunerated for the electricity they feed into the grid. This is the first EU legislation facilitating the involvement of household consumers in the deployment of renewable energy through self-generation of renewables and their joint collectives.\textsuperscript{60}

However, active consumer engagement remains limited due to the lack of clear information, lack of adequate financial incentives (e.g., when switching the supplier) or adequate financial compensation for consumers’ flexibility services.\textsuperscript{61} Moreover, some consumers are getting disconnected from the energy markets due to personal, financial, or behavioural circumstances as well as the lack of digital skills.\textsuperscript{62} This disengagement is coupled with increasingly complex tariff schemes, rising energy prices and various forms of misleading and unfair commercial practices that make switching difficult and increase consumers’ confusion over how to lower their energy bills and engage in more efficient energy consumption.\textsuperscript{63}

Parallel to the legislative and policy efforts to put the consumer into ‘the driving seat’ of the energy transition, Member States have given massive reductions of energy prices to a large number of industries that ultimately lead to increased costs for energy consumers. In Germany, for example, the financial relief granted to companies through industrial renewable electricity surcharge exemptions amount to more than 4 billion EUR per year. In 2016 alone, German energy intensive industries received around 6.5 billion EUR in subsidies.\textsuperscript{64} In this way, citizens and not companies pay the bill for climate change and decarbonisation.\textsuperscript{65}

With lower energy prices, industries’ incentives to implement energy efficiency measures decrease. This can frustrate the implementation of energy efficiency measures, jeopardise the EU’s Green Deal objectives. Therefore, attaching conditionalities to the provision of state aid is the most justifiable way to increase competitiveness in the EU and achieve its climate goals.\textsuperscript{66}

Danish industries can serve as an example, which only receive reductions in the renewable surcharges if they commit and stick to energy efficiency improvements.\textsuperscript{67}

Hence, the European Commission should assess a request from a Member State to grant aid to energy beneficiaries by also considering the measure’s short and long-term impact on consumers.

B. Transport

Transport is another core area of State aid law where consumer interests are directly at stake.

The transport sector is characterised by a large degree of public investments and the provision of public transport services (in particular for passengers) relies to a large


\textsuperscript{58} According to the Directive demand response means the change of electricity load by final customers from their normal or current consumption patterns in response to market signals (including in response to time-variable electricity prices or incentive payments).

\textsuperscript{59} According to this legislation, consumers should be able to produce electricity, offer flexibilities in their energy consumption and provide balancing services for maintaining system operation which becomes increasingly valuable for integrating variable renewable energy sources. This is especially true for smart consumers who have access to distributed energy resources assets, such as demand response, solar photovoltaics, storage, electric vehicles, and heating appliances. With the ‘internet of energy’, interconnected smart consumers can trade on both sides of the market, either directly or through an intermediary such as an energy service provider, an aggregator or an energy community.


\textsuperscript{61} Even though self-consumers and prosumers were already recognised in certain national renewable energy policies, they are addressed for the first time in EU law together with ‘renewable energy communities’. Final consumers are now explicitly recognised (Article 2 and Article 21) to be able to generate, store and consumer renewable energy and excess production and participate in the applicable support scheme, without losing their consumer rights and obligations as end customers connected to the grid and without being faced with discriminatory or disproportionate procedures and charges.


\textsuperscript{63} Ibidem, p. 3.

\textsuperscript{64} ClientEarth, ‘A State Aid Framework for a Green Recovery. Mainstreaming climate protection in EU State aid law’ (n 56) p. 33.

\textsuperscript{65} Ibidem, p. 18.

\textsuperscript{66} See: Commission decision, Denmark Reduced contribution to financing of RES support for energy-intensive users (COMP/SA.42424), available at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/259362/259362_1691772_143_2.pdf.
extent on State subsidies. While being heavily dependent on public financing due to amongst others high costs of infrastructure, certain means of transport have a considerable negative impact on the environment and human well-being. These are increasingly important aspects for consumers. Transport and most notably air transport links people and regions and as such play a vital role in the integration and the competitiveness of the EU. The relevance of transport infrastructure has been underlined by the Europe 2020 Strategy and identified as part of the EU’s sustainable growth strategy. The ‘Roadmap to a Single Transport Area’ emphasised the importance of using less and cleaner energy, better exploiting a modern infrastructure and reducing transport’s negative impact on the climate and the environment. In its recent strategy for sustainable and smart mobility, the European Commission highlighted the importance of State aid rules to drive the sector’s transition to sustainability, giving all modes an increasing opportunity to compete on equal terms for a subsidy.

These policy developments also have implications for State aid law as it is inherently interwoven with a set of essentially non-economic principles EU law laid down in the abovementioned cross-sectional clauses of the Treaty. The impact assessment of a rescue and restructuring aid decision and its compensatory component must not be limited to purely economic efficiency-oriented considerations but should require a fundamental value judgment of equally important policy objectives.

Transport has also been a key area of consumer protection. Passenger rights have a prominent place in EU law that has been gradually established as from the late 1980s and developed into EU legislation for the protection of passengers. One core legislation of passenger rights is EU Regulation 261/2004 that offers compensation and assistance to passengers in the event of denied boarding and of cancellation or long delay of flights. However, a recent study from January 2020 of the EU Commission highlights the lack of awareness and enforcement of these rights, a situation that has worsened with the pandemic. In the following section, we discuss specifically the implications of State aid in times of crisis, using as a test case the impact of the pandemic in the air transport sector.

**IV. Consumer interests and state aid law enforcement in the current crisis**

Lessons learnt from the temporary State aid measures taken back in 2008 have placed the EU in the position to act quickly and decisively to provide relief to the most affected sectors whilst maintaining the discipline of the EU State aid rules. However, the current crisis is deeper and has affected a wider range of industries than the financial crisis in 2008. The role of the EU, in the current crisis is crucial not only in order to guarantee that State aid law remains effective but also in order to coordinate a common response to the pandemic that takes into account possible adverse effects of state measures on the demand side, both considering the interests of consumers and taxpayers. Accordingly, the EU control on State aid should prevent destructive subsidy races, prevent Member States to seize the moment of crisis and support firms that were already non-viable before the crisis such as certain airlines but also do so in a way that does not invalidate the obligations of firms to respect fundamental consumer protection rules.

The Temporary Framework adopted by the Commission in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak indicates that the main legal basis for state measures is Article 107(3)(b). As mentioned above, Member States could also adopt measures on the basis of Article 107(2)(b) TFEU, when they compensate companies for the damage suffered in ‘exceptional circumstances’, e.g., compensation of ‘companies in sectors that have been particularly hard hit (e.g. transport, tourism and hospitality)’. For example, the Commission found that the COVID-19 outbreak qualifies as an exceptional occurrence when it approved the Danish aid scheme to compensate damages caused

This provision was expected to be applied specially for sectors such as aviation and transportation (e.g., cancellation of flights), tourism and hospitality (e.g., closure of hotels, restaurants), entertainment and events (e.g., cancellation of larger events and closures), and retail (e.g., shop closures).\footnote{Commission, 'Coronavirus Outbreak - List of Member State Measures approved under Articles 107(2)b, 107(3)b and 107(3)c TFEU and under the State Aid Temporary Framework' (1 March 2021), available at https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/what_is_new/State_aid_decisions_TF_and_covid-19.pdf.}

It is important to highlight that Article 107(3) (b) can be applied to grant state aid for ‘for a limited period, to remedy the liquidity shortage faced by undertakings and ensure that the disruptions caused by the COVID-19 outbreak do not undermine their viability, especially of SMEs.’\footnote{Communication from the Commission Amendment to the Temporary Framework for State aid measures to support the economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak 2020/C 164/03, 13.5.2020, p. 3.} Member States have to demonstrate that State aid is necessary, appropriate and proportionate to remedy the serious disturbance or disruptions.\footnote{Communication from the Commission Amendment to the Temporary Framework for State aid measures to support the economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak 2020/C 164/03, 13.5.2020, p. 3.} This proportionality criterion is fundamental to avoid that Member States provide aid to inefficient beneficiaries who were already unviable before the outbreak since the aid could allow them to undercut and push out of business unsupported but viable undertakings.\footnote{Commission, 'Decision on the EU aid package travel and transport services in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak' 2020/C 164/03, 13.5.2020, p. 3.} At the time of writing, the Commission has already approved over 328 state aid decisions\footnote{Commission, July infringements package 2020: key decisions, available at https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_20_1212} and has amended the Temporary Framework four times expanding its scope.

With the crisis mounting pressure on the travel sector, the State aid Temporary framework allows Member States to ‘decide support to operators in the travel and tourism industry to ensure that reimbursement claims caused by the COVID-19 outbreak are satisfied with a view to ensuring the protection of passenger and consumer rights, and equal treatment of passengers and travellers.’\footnote{Commission Recommendation of 13.5.2020 on vouchers offered to consumers in the context of Interpretative Guidelines on EU passenger rights, available at https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_20_1212} Thus, state measures supporting airlines and travel operators can be a crucial mechanism to guarantee reimbursements to consumers and help airlines and travel operators to comply with their legal obligations under Regulation 261/2004 on passenger rights and under Directive 2015/2302 on package travel, respectively.

Airlines have been increasingly calling on their governments to provide emergency state support to remedy their damage as a result of imposed lockdowns and travel bans that overwhelmed the aviation industry while, at the same time, they have asked to be exempted from certain consumer protection obligations notably under Regulation 261/2004 on passenger rights. Accordingly, many Member States adopted measures contravening EU law which led to infringement proceedings by the European Commission\footnote{Commission Recommendation of 13.5.2020 on vouchers offered to passengers and travellers as an alternative to reimbursement for cancelled package travel and transport services in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic COM (2020) 3125 final.} as well as complaints by consumer organisations before the Consumer Protection Co-operation Network for the simultaneous violation of consumer law by deceiving consumers into accepting vouchers instead of reimbursements.\footnote{Commission Notice Interpretative Guidelines on EU passenger rights regulations in the context of the developing situation with Covid-19, Brussels, 18.3.2020 C(2020) 1830 final.} The European Commission addressed the situation concerning passenger rights in the context of Interpretative Guidelines on EU passenger rights,\footnote{Commission Notice Interpretative Guidelines on EU passenger rights regulations in the context of the developing situation with Covid-19, Brussels, 18.3.2020 C(2020) 1830 final.} which recalled the supremacy of EU law by indicating that passengers have the choice between cash reimbursement and reimbursement in the form of a voucher (i.e., contract performance deferral). The refusal of airlines to refund passengers whose flights have been cancelled takes a double toll on consumers. Consumers pay first as travellers, by being denied refunds for cancelled flights, and second as taxpayers, by funding the state support. This is why it has been argued that Member States, when granting aid to their national airlines, make the support conditional on the airlines respecting their obligations under Regulation 261/2004.\footnote{Commission, July infringements package 2020: key decisions, available at https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_20_1212}
example, Member States can adopt ‘specific schemes to provide support to operators in the transport and travel sectors to ensure that reimbursement claims caused by the COVID-19 pandemic are satisfied’. Moreover, the Recommendation encourages Member States to consider setting up guarantee schemes for vouchers to ensure that in the event of insolvency of the issuer of the voucher, passengers, or travellers are reimbursed. The German government, for example, did so by providing additional liquidity to reimburse consumers of travel packages benefiting 2300 travel operators established in Germany and the in December the European Commission approved a €26 million Bulgarian scheme to support tour operators and travel agents with the refund of customers whose travel packages have been cancelled between 1 March and 31 December 2020 due to the coronavirus outbreak. However, only those bookings that fall within the scope of the Package Travel Directive are covered against insolvency. Consequently, passengers that have bought tickets directly from an airline or through an intermediary are not protected in the event of bankruptcy. This crisis is, therefore, exposing on one side, a long-overdue reform of airlines insolvency protection for consumers and, on the other side, the fact that EU State Aid law provides considerable discretion to Member States not only to provide relief to the affected sectors but also to act as a powerful mechanism to directly support consumers who are suffering the adverse effects of the pandemic on the air transport sector.

V. Conclusions

Targeted and proportionate EU State aid guarantees that national support measures are effective in helping sectors of the economy affected by the COVID-19 outbreak but also that companies are able to bounce back from the current situation, keeping in mind the importance of meeting the green and digital twin transitions in accordance with EU objectives. Likewise, EU State aid control ensures that the EU Internal Market is not fragmented avoiding a race to the bottom between Member States. Even though similar messages have already been formulated in the course of the current crisis by policy makers and academic scholars, the main contribution of the current paper is to take a broad market-wide lens by including supply and demand side issues in analysing the current economic crisis. Supporting national sectors and undertakings cannot be proportionate if the demand side, now and in the future, has to bear the costs of such rescue measures. In EU law, it is the constitutional duty of all EU institutions, most notably the Commission to consider the protection of consumers when implementing its policies, including state aid law and policy.

A competitive marketplace is a sine qua non of consumer choice, low prices and high quality of products. Safeguarding competitive markets is not only the core aim of competition laws but also protects consumers from unrestrained economic power and business practices. In the EU, the competition law system is enriched with state aid rules, that share conceptual links and underlying objectives with the Treaty’s competition rules as laid down in Articles 101 and 102. Besides their different analytical frameworks, they share the ultimate goal to preserve competition in the internal market and to ensure that the competitive process leads to the best outcome for consumers in terms of choice, quality, and prices. Moreover, beyond the goal of competition law to promote consumers’ welfare (a discussion has especially been pronounced with regard to Articles 101 and 102 TFEU), it is the EU’s State aid law framework that has implemented a more prominent role for non-economic interests, such as territorial, social cohesion, or environmental protection and climate change developed over the past 15 years. This might be due to the geo-political nature of EU state aid law, namely that the European Commission must prevent unfair competition through subsidy race between Member States while ensuring that aid is possible to attain the political goals of the EU.

Nevertheless, the constitutional foundations of EU law, both in its Treaty and the Charter of Fundamental Rights require the Commission to consider how notified state measures are going to impact consumers, in terms of its effects on the competitive process, its impact on the environment and society as a whole, in terms of ensuring an efficient allocation of taxpayers’ money. Such a compound analytical test is now crucial in the crisis management of, for example, the transport and tourism sector, but forms also a core element in the energy transition and its ensuing legislative and policy framework. Such a test

89 Recommendation COM(2020) 3125 final point 15.
that should be carried out systematically in State aid procedures and in the long run should also inform Member States distributive policies.

State aid law and consumer protection have a symbiotic relationship. Allocative state measures directly or indirectly have an impact on consumers, either as takers of goods and services or as taxpayers. Therefore, there are sufficient reasons to call for a closer integration of both EU policies. And, the current COVID19 crisis, due to its magnitude, can become the ultimate test for this unsettled relationship.
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